Abstract: Ant algorithm is a novel meta-heuristic optimization algorithm, but at the same time there are some disadvantages. This paper proposed an ant colony algorithm with route evaluation based on the basic ant colony algorithm. After all ant complete the route search once, the current search situation can be evaluated according to an improved formula of standard deviation, then to decide to update global pheromone or not. At the same time, via the function of interval compression, the pheromone of all routes is compressed to adjust the searching probability of ants to each city. Experimental results show that this improved algorithm has more excellent presentation on convergence, searching optimization, and stability.
INTRODUCTION
Ant algorithm is a kind of meta-heuristic algorithm proposed by Marco Dorigo, et al. [1, 2] scholars in the inspiration by real ants foraging behavior, which is not only successfully used to solve TSP problem [3, 4] , and in solving combinatorial optimization problems [3] such as scheduling [4] , graph coloring problem [5] etc., good results also achieved. Ant algorithm in solving combinatorial optimization problems which can be presented by available diagrams has the potential superiority, therefore this attracts the attention of many researchers and in this study, and some improved algorithms [6] [7] [8] are put forward.
By pheromones the ants decide the next mobile site. With the background of discussing the TSP problem, they have the following characteristics:
• When moving from the city to the city, the pheromone is placed on edge.
• Through the transition probability (the function of distance between the cities and sum of pheromones on the connection edge) to select the next city to go to.
• In order to make artificial ants to obtain legal path, unless a path is complete, otherwise, the cities which have been asked are not allowed to visit again.
Ant algorithm has been successfully applied in many different optimization problems, but it has the disadvantages such as easy prematurity, slow convergence speed in the search process. Aiming to these shortcomings of ant colony algorithm, this paper proposes an ant colony algorithm with path evaluation; this algorithm can effectively overcome the shortcomings in the search process, and has the better search ability and better stability.
ANT COLONY ALGORITHMS

The TSP Problem
The TSP problem of n cities is to find a closed loop path with the shortest length, which has only visited each city once. If d ij presents the distance between city i and city j , ! ij t ( ) is the information amount at the moment t on the path i, j ( ) , n presents the TSP size, m is the total number of ant colony; tabu k (k = 1,2,...,m) presents the taboo list that ant k currently walks through the cities, when all n cities join into tabu k , then ant k completes a search, the path experienced by ant k is a solution of the TSP problem.
The Resolving of TSP Based on an Ant Colony Algorithm
The m ants are randomly placed into n cities, at the same time, the first element of each ant tabu list is set to its current city, at this time the pheromone of each path is equal, which is set to a constant ! 0 , then each ant independently selects the next city. The build process of path is as follows.
At the moment t , the transition probability of ant k moving from city i to city j is:
In the expression, allowed k • 1,2,...,n { } ! tabu k represents the next city that ant k is allowed to select; ! is the infor-mation heuristic factor; ! is the expecting heuristic factor; ! ij t ( ) is the heuristic function. The pheromone updates as follows.
When all the ants complete a travel once, the pheromone on each path updates according to expressions (2) , (3) .
!" ij t
In the expression, ! represents pheromone volatilization coefficient, 1! " represents pheromone residual factor; !" ij t 
THE ANT COLONY ALGORITHM WITH ROUTE EVALUTION (ACARE)
The Solving of TSP Based on ACARE
The path construction:
The ant k Located in the city i , according to the rules of pseudo-random proportional the city j is selected as the next city. The rule is given by the following expression:
In the expression, q is a random variable uniformly distributed in the range of 0,1
J is a random variable produced according to the probability distribution of given (6).
Global pheromone update:
Only the current optimal path can be done the global pheromone update, the rules are as follows:
!" ij bs = 1 C bs (8) Local pheromone update:
After an ant finds out a path, the current path can be done locally pheromone update, the update rules are as follows:
In the expression, ! and ! 0 are two parameters, ! meets 0 < ! < 1 ! 0 is the initial value of pheromone volume.
ACARE is used to do the improvement in the following two aspects:
(1) According to the improved variance calculation formulas to evaluate current path, it is used to determine if to implement a global pheromone update.
When all the ants complete a route search, according to the standard variance formula (10) the variance can be calculated.
Thereinto, m represents the ants number, x i represents the path length searched by the i -th ant in the circular search, x represents the average value of path length that m ants found.
For different sizes of TSP problem, x i is not the same, the calculated variance may be great, now formula (10) is modified as follows:
Hereinto, NNTour represents the route length according to the greed rules.
According to the standard variance formula, when the data distribution is closer to the average, the standard deviation is smaller; the further away is from the average data distribution, the bigger is the standard deviation. Therefore, if F is larger, which means the length difference of m paths that m ants find is larger, that is, the m paths differences are also bigger, the search scope in the loop search for ant is larger; If F is small, which means the length difference of m paths that ants find is lesser, that is, the m paths differences are also small, the search scope in the loop search for ant is smaller.
Therefore, at the early stage of the search, if the calculated variance is small, the search range is small, in order to have larger search range, at the time of pheromone update, only local pheromone can update without a global update, it won't make the pheromone on current optimal path to increase, increasing the next cycle ant chooses the probability of this path to make the algorithm lost in local search, and lead to premature phenomenon; if the calculated variance is bigger, the search range is larger, which are regarded as normal, global pheromone updating and local pheromone updating are performed, it is as same as in the later stage of search.
Here, the search is divided into three stages, and parameters a and b , a > b are introduced, the parameters a and b are called the block parameters. In the early stage, comparing a and variance F , only when the calculated variance F > a , global update can be done. In mid-term stage, comparing b with variance F , only when the calculated variance F > b , global update can be done; in the late stage, global pheromone updating and local pheromone updating are performed.
(2) Adopt the range compression method to adjust the pheromone on all trails Definition 3.1 pheromone interval: at the same time, the pheromone on the paths between two cities distributes in an interval, this range is called pheromone interval [9] .
In the searching process of ants, if in a certain period of time there is no more superior solution, it may be premature, the pheromone in some local path is significantly higher than that on the other paths, which makes subsequent ants to choose a local path with higher probability, at this time the pheromone range is larger. The compression function compresses the pheromone interval, the compressed pheromone is distributed in a smaller range, which makes the gap of pheromone on the paths smaller, adjusts the selection probability in the search process of ants, and increases the search probability of other paths. Definition 3.2 compression cycles: every once in a while to compress the pheromones on all paths, this period of time is called the compression cycle [10] , it is marked as T ys .
The compression cycle cannot be too small. Pheromones compression adjusts the selection probability of ants to each city. According to the compressed pheromone on the paths, over a period of time a better solution may be found after the search, if the compression cycle is too small, the opportunity may be destroyed to get a better solution.
There are two kinds of compression strategy: linear subsection compression and nonlinear compression [11] .
Strategy 1: linear subsection compression
The range compression function is:
In the expression, q 1 ,q 2 ! 0,1 ( ) w is a perturbation parameter, w ! 0,0.05 " # ) , ! ij is the pheromone on the path (i, j) , ! is a value in the pheromone interval.
Strategy 2: nonlinear compression (secondary compression)
In the expression, a,b,c are three constant parameters. 
The Implementation of ACARE Program
The Simulation Experiments
Parameter Selection
Ant number is 1.5 times to the number of city, the number of iterations is decided according the solved problem size, compression cycle is selected three ways: T ys = 10,15,20;
Through the experimental statistical analysis of variance, block parameters select a = 0.88 b = 0.82; a = 0.9, b = 0.8 ; and a = 0.95 b = 0.85 three groups, the dividing methods of three stages of the ant search are: method 1:
T , the simulation experiments are done based on these parameters (match each other). The rest of the parameters are as follows:
Strategy 1: using linear subsection compression
If the value of A in expression (12) is too small, the pheromone range compression is bigger, the pheromone on each edge is very close, the change of the ant selecting probability to next city is too large, which will affect the convergence of the algorithm; If the value of A is too large, it is not very obvious to adjust the ant search probability. Therefore, the value of A is taken near the golden section ratio 0,1 ! " # $ , in expression (13) q 1 is taken 0.7, q 2 is taken 0.6, w is a disturbance of random umber in 0,0.05 ! "
) , ! is the midpoint of pheromone interval.
Strategy 2: nonlinear compression (secondary compression). Fig. (1) . Nonlinear compression figure, using one segment dividing method, the compression cycle and staging parameters with mutual collocation. Fig. (2) . Nonlinear compression convergence figure, using two segments dividing method, the compression cycle and staging parameters with mutual collocation.
Through the statistical analysis to the pheromone on each edge, with the aid of Matlab tool, in the expression (14), it is obtained that a = !1116.7 , b = 15 , c = 0 .
Experimental Results
In Fig. (1-4) , eil51 problem is given, and the iteration number is 2000 times, the convergence condition figures, such as a phase dividing method, compression cycle and segmentation parameter match with each other, presents that the improved ACARE algorithm has better convergence.
In Table 1 , aiming to eil51, eil101, ch150 three problems, the AS, ACS and ACARE three algorithms run 10 consecutive tests to obtain the statistical data.
From Table 2 , the improved ACARE has better ability to find a better solution. The proximity between found optimal solution and known optimal solution, and the statistical result's average of continuous running for ten times, are superior to AS algorithm and ACS algorithm; From the value of statistical standard variance, ACARE algorithm is better than AS algorithm and ACS algorithm at the stability. Fig. (3) . Linear compression convergence figure, using a segment dividing method, the compression cycle and staging parameters with mutual collocation. Fig. (4) . Linear compression convergence figure, using two segments dividing method, the compression cycle and staging parameters with mutual collocation. 
